1 INTRODUCTION

GameFlow [55] is a model of player enjoyment, consisting of 38 criteria derived from games user experience literature and structured into eight elements that conceptually map to Csikszentmihalyi’s [13] concept of flow. In the original GameFlow paper [55], the key elements of player enjoyment in video games were identified by conducting a comprehensive review of the literature on usability and user experience in games. The result was the identification of eight core elements of player enjoyment in games – concentration, challenge, skills, control, clear goals, feedback, immersion, and social interaction. These core elements were observed to overlap closely with, and were subsequently mapped to, the elements of flow [13]. This structure formed the foundation of a new model of player enjoyment in games, called GameFlow.

Each element of the GameFlow model consists of an overall goal and a set of criteria that can be used to design and evaluate games with respect to player enjoyment. Since the original publication of the GameFlow model in 2005, it has been extensively used throughout games research and development communities.

Our previous work investigated the relationship between GameFlow and other player experience measures [48]. In this work, we analysed the overlaps and divergences between the conceptual constructs of GameFlow and selected player experience measures and the different roles each instrument could play in game development. We observed that ratings alone are unlikely to provide a complete understanding of why and how a game is providing an enjoyable experience or to provide all available insights to a developer who is trying to improve their game. We proposed that given the already extensive number of player experience measures available for researchers that a key opportunity for use and future development of the GameFlow model lies in supporting developers and researchers to inquire into...
how and why a game is or is not providing, or affording, an enjoyable experience, via heuristics. We concluded that GameFlow provides a unique contribution as a design and evaluation tool for in-depth inquiry, which works alongside validated player experience measures, and that valuable future work lies in further developing the GameFlow model to this purpose.

Previous work has also evaluated and critiqued the GameFlow model [7, 11, 23, 24, 43] and tested the applicability of the model to various contexts to identify any weaknesses of the model [47–53]. Our aim is to update the GameFlow model and develop a revised tool that addresses the previous recommendations and identified issues. However, we also want to ensure that GameFlow fills a gap in the field and makes a defined contribution, rather than just adding to the already crowded field of player experience measures. Our first step is to survey the field of previous GameFlow applications, to gain a full understanding of how and where it has been used, and where its most valuable future contributions lie. As such, in this paper, we survey the 205 applications of GameFlow over the last 15 years and report on the types of applications, platforms, domains, audience, and usage of the model. This work will lay the foundations for targeting the next version of the model towards how the model has been, can be, and should be used, and to define how this fits within the broader landscape of player experience tools.

2 FLOW AND GAMEFLOW

Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of flow [13] seeks to understand what makes experiences enjoyable and why people engage in certain activities. Csikszentmihalyi began his research with people who spend large amounts of time and effort on activities that are difficult, but provide no external rewards, such as composers, chess players, and rock climbers [12]. His later studies were conducted with a broader set of people, asking them to describe how it felt when their lives were at their fullest and when what they did was most enjoyable. He found that optimal experience, or flow, is the same around the world and irrespective of social class, age, or gender. Very different activities are described in similar ways when they are being enjoyed. Flow is an experience "so gratifying that people are willing to do it for its own sake, with little concern for what they will get out of it, even when it is difficult or dangerous” [13]. The key element in flow is that it is an end in itself – the activity is intrinsically rewarding and autotelic. In flow, the goal is often an "excuse" for the process [39].

Due to the lack of existing frameworks for evaluating enjoyment in games at the time, Sweetser and Wyeth [55] conducted a comprehensive review of the literature on usability and user experience in games to determine the key elements of player enjoyment in video games. They identified eight core elements of player enjoyment in games: concentration, challenge, skills, control, clear goals, feedback, immersion, and social interaction. Sweetser and Wyeth observed that these core elements overlapped closely with the elements of flow and subsequently mapped their core elements of player enjoyment to the elements of flow, as shown in Table 1. This structure formed the foundation of a new model of player enjoyment in games, called GameFlow.

The GameFlow elements are all closely interrelated and interdependent. In summary, games must hold the player’s attention through a high workload, with tasks that are sufficiently challenging to be enjoyable. The player must be skilled enough to undertake the challenging tasks, the tasks must have clear goals so that the player can complete the tasks, and the player must receive feedback on progress towards completing the tasks. If the player is sufficiently skilled and the tasks have clear goals and feedback, then the player will feel a sense of control over the task. The resulting feeling for the player is total immersion or absorption in the game, which causes the player to lose awareness of everyday life, concern for themselves, and alters their sense of time. The final element of player enjoyment, social interaction, does not map to the elements of flow, but features strongly in the player experience literature [8, 14]. Each
Table 1. Mapping of flow to GameFlow elements [55].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GameFlow</th>
<th>Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Game</td>
<td>A task that can be completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>Ability to concentrate on the task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge/Player Skills</td>
<td>Perceived skills should match challenges and both must exceed a certain threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Allowed to exercise a sense of control over actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Goals</td>
<td>The task has clear goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>The task provides immediate feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersion</td>
<td>Deep but effortless involvement, reduced concern for self and sense of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Interaction</td>
<td>No corresponding element of flow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

element of the GameFlow model consists of an overall goal and a set of criteria that can be used to design and evaluate games with respect to player enjoyment.

3 PREVIOUS WORK

The GameFlow model was designed to be a general model of player enjoyment, applicable to all game genres and platforms [51]. A number of extensions and derivations of the GameFlow model have been developed to target GameFlow towards more specific experiences, including:

- EGameFlow, a questionnaire developed to evaluate e-learning games [20].
- Pervasive GameFlow (PGF), a model to evaluate player enjoyment of pervasive games [26, 27].
- RTS-GameFlow, a model developed specifically for real-time strategy games [16].
- ARG-PGF, an extension the PGF model to apply to alternate reality games [32, 33].
- Social GameFlow, a model to conceptualise how games might foster flow and cooperative learning through social play [5].
- MIU-GameFlow, a model for enjoyable playing experiences for motor impaired users [65].
- A number of other models and measures draw on GameFlow, along with other constructs, including the Playful Experience Framework [30] and the Instructional Game Evaluation Framework [56].

In addition to the many applications of the GameFlow model, there has been a small amount of previous work that has aimed to test the applicability of the model to various contexts and to identify any weaknesses of the model, which has included:

- Evaluating an online strategy game under development with different stakeholders (developer, players, journalists, researchers) by conducting expert reviews using Gamelflow, alongside other player experience measures [47–49].
- Evaluating virtual reality (VR) versus non-VR games by conducting expert reviews using GameFlow criteria and analysing game reviews using GameFlow as a theoretical framework [53, 54].
- Evaluating first person shooter games on console and adventure games on mobile by conducting expert reviews using GameFlow criteria [51].
- Analysing professional game reviews for real-time strategy games using GameFlow as a theoretical framework [50, 52].
- Evaluating real-time strategy games on PC by conducting expert reviews using GameFlow criteria [55].
The GameFlow model has also been evaluated and critiqued in the literature, particularly focusing on the inclusion of the Social Interaction element [11], the relationship between Social Interaction and Immersion [23], the division between Player Skills and Challenge [7], the conceptualisation and measurement of immersion [7, 24], and the GameFlow model’s connection to the concept of flow [11, 43]. Previous research has found that the Immersion criteria are difficult to assess via expert review and that they might not apply to all types of games [52, 55]. It has also been identified that some GameFlow elements relate to the game and some relate to the player experience [51]. A number of recommendations have been made for improvements to GameFlow [47, 49], including:

- For evaluation purposes, the criteria should be written as statements about the game against which the reviewer can rate their agreement, rather than heuristic-style statements of what games should provide.
- Unclear words should be removed or made clear in the context of the statement (i.e., “stimuli” in Concentration criteria and “errors” in Control criteria).
- Each criterion should be simplified to contain a single statement that can be given a rating, which will involve splitting some criteria (e.g., criteria in Concentration, Player Skills, Social Interaction).
- Criteria should be revised to remove language that is outdated or game-type-specific (e.g., “manual” in Player Skills criteria, “shell” and “starting, stopping, saving” in Control criteria).
- The inclusion of the Immersion element needs to be reconsidered, with the likely removal of this element or, otherwise, significant reconceptualisation.
- It should be made clearer that elements and criteria are optional and that not all criteria apply to all games and that criteria can be given an N/A rating.
- The criteria should be unified in whether they are referring to the game, the player, the player experience, or what the game provides or affords.

GameFlow was originally developed in recognition of the absence of an accepted model of enjoyment in games [55]. The goal of GameFlow was to integrate the existing disparate heuristics into a validated model that can be used to design, evaluate, and understand enjoyment in games. In the intervening years, there have also been a number of different models and measures that have emerged. It is therefore important that any changes and updates to GameFlow take into consideration the full landscape of player experience tools currently available. Some of the more prevalent measures include:

- The Player Experience Inventory (PXI), which measures player experiences at the level of functional and psychosocial consequences [1].
- The Player Experience of Need Satisfaction (PENS) measure, which is based on self-determination theory [46].
- The Game Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ), which measures engagement in video game-playing based on absorption, flow, presence, and immersion [9].
- The Game Immersion Questionnaire (GIQ), which includes engagement, engrossment, and immersion [10].
- The Immersive Experience Questionnaire (IEQ), which measures immersion in games based on involvement, dissociation, challenge, and control [28].
- The Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ), which measures user experience in games including competence, immersion, flow, tension, challenge, and affect [24].
Table 2. Types of applications that have used the GameFlow model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serious Games</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>VR exergames [6], Exercube [35], Virtual Showdown [61], Walk after stroke [34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Time pressure [64], Alternate reality games [33], Tainted olfactory game [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Worlds of Information [25], La Camera Insabbiata [22], Orientation Passport [19]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Domains of applications that have used the GameFlow model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Nutrition education [29], Language game [38], HackFlow [40], Cultural game [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Time pressure [64], Alternate reality games [33], Digital multitasking [60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Exercube [35], Virtual Showdown [61], Walk after stroke [34], Sports wearable [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>MapLens [37], Orientation Passport [19], Cybersecurity [58], Data generation [3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 METHOD

In order to gain a full understanding of how and where the GameFlow model has been applied over the last 15 years, we surveyed the 2445 citations to the GameFlow model, according to Google Scholar (as of 17 August 2020). We examined the papers to identify whether they had used GameFlow in some manner (e.g., for evaluation or design) or whether the citations were passing references or discussion of the model without application. Only papers published in English were examined. We found that 205 papers used the GameFlow model, either for design, evaluation, or analysis of a particular application. Subsequently, we went through the 205 papers to classify their types of applications, platforms, domain, audience, and GameFlow usage. The results of this classification are reported in the following section.

5 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the number of citations and applications of GameFlow per year since its first publication in 2005 until 2019 (2020 is excluded as it is incomplete). The majority of applications (see Table 2) were to Serious Games (N=103), followed by Games (N=73), Applications and Experiences (N=29, of which 13 were Gamified). The largest domains (see Table 3) were Education (N=78, including training) and Entertainment (N=74), followed by Health (N=39, including exercise, rehabilitation, and treatment). A small number were for Utility (N=11) and Research (N=3). Most applications were designed for or tested with a general population or university students. For applications that were designed for or tested with specified groups (see Table 4), the most were for Children (N=36), followed by Disabled People (N=12, of which 6 were also Children), Seniors (N=9), and Stroke Patients (N=5). Most applications used GameFlow for evaluation (N=163), followed by design (N=31), or a theoretical framework for new models (N=12) or research (N=8). Of the applications that used GameFlow for design or evaluation, a small number used it for both (N=11). GameFlow was mostly used in full or part as a questionnaire (N=114), as an analytical tool (N=34), as heuristics (N=17), and to structure interviews (N=6). Most applications were web-based and/or tested on PC. Of the more specialised platforms (see Table 5), the most common were Mobile (N=39) and Extended Reality (N=33), including Mixed Reality (N=19, including camera-based and projections), Virtual Reality (N=8), and Augmented Reality (N=6). Other platforms include games Consoles (N=15), Robots (N=5), Handheld (N=4), Custom (N=4), Alternate Reality Games (N=4), Tangibles (N=4), and Wearables (N=3).
Fig. 1. Number of citations and applications of GameFlow per year since publication.

Table 4. Audience of applications that have used the GameFlow model, not including general population and university students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Nutrition education [29], Marbowl [18], Language game [38], Environment [59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled People</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Virtual Showdown [61], Eyes-Free Yoga [45], Augmented Biofeedback Training [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniors</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Exergame [36], Limb mobility [4], Cognitive abilities [15], Assistive robot [63]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Platforms of applications that have used the GameFlow model, not including PC, web-based, and unspecified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>MapLens [37], Walk after stroke [34], Biofeedback game [62], Cultural game [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Reality</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>VR exergames [6], VR artwork [22], Attention training [41], AR mobile games [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Sports wearable [21], Interactive Fruit Panel [17], Physical therapy wearable [57]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 DISCUSSION

GameFlow is a widely used and accepted model of enjoyment in games. Over the last 15 years, its application and usage has been documented in 205 published research papers, with over 2000 additional papers citing the original work. In this paper, we surveyed the 205 papers and reported on the types, domain, audience, and platform of the applications that the GameFlow model has been used to design, evaluate, and analyse. We found that half of the applications of GameFlow were to Serious Games, with most of these relating to education and training, followed by health and fitness. About a third of the applications were to games with the primary purpose of entertainment. The remaining applications were to non-game applications and experiences.
Our survey has demonstrated the extensive usage of the GameFlow model beyond the model’s original purposes of designing and evaluating games for enjoyment. The goal of our ongoing work is to update and improve the GameFlow model, to incorporate recommendations and to ensure that it is fit for purpose and fulfilling a proven need in research and development communities. Based on our survey, it is evident that future versions of the GameFlow model should take into consideration the broad range of applications, with a particular focus on Serious Games for education and health. Our processes to update and revise the model will need to include consultation and testing with these communities and applications.

Another point to note is that although the GameFlow model does not include a validated measure, over half of applications used it as a questionnaire or as the basis for a questionnaire, either in full or in part. This could represent a lack of awareness of the various validated measures or that it is desirable and convenient to use a tool that offers a model to understand enjoyment, a set of heuristics for designing enjoyable experiences, and a set of questions for measuring the effectiveness of the design. The usage of the GameFlow model has increased over time, despite many other measures becoming available in this time. Based on our survey of how the model has been used and the trends over time, our ongoing work will need to consider how people are applying the model and how they can be supported to apply the model over the full life cycle of their research and development. We propose that it would be useful to provide researchers and developers, particularly those who are not primarily game designers or user research experts, with a suite of tools (model, measure, heuristics) and a clear process for how to use these tools at different stages of their work.

A final point of interest is that the platforms and audiences for applications of GameFlow have grown and expanded over time. Many papers surveyed had developed tailored versions of GameFlow to be used by children, converting questions to be child-friendly and using scales for children (e.g., smiley-o-meters [18, 38]). There is also a growing body of work that is targeted towards new technologies and forms of interaction, such as robots, wearables, and extended reality. Our ongoing work will also need to take into consideration the diverse audiences and platforms that GameFlow is being used for, which extend far beyond the PC games examined in the original work.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the work reported in this paper was to survey the set of papers that have applied the GameFlow model for design, evaluation, and analysis to develop an understanding of how, where, and why the GameFlow model has been applied in the last 15 years. Our results show that the applications are diverse in terms of application type, domain, audience, platform, and usage of the model. The research and development activities that are making use of the GameFlow model stretch far beyond the aims of the original paper to service a broad range of games for enjoyment, which at the time was predominantly PC games. Our ongoing work to revise and update the model to best service the communities that are using it will incorporate the insights provided by this survey. We will look to develop a suite of tools and clear processes that can support researchers and developers in a broad range of domains with varying expertise to incorporate elements of GameFlow into their projects at different stages. It is exciting to see such a diverse group of people leveraging enjoyment and game design heuristics to improve engagement with different experiences.
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